Abstract. An optimal regularity result is established for the viscosity solution of the degenerate elliptic equation -Av+F{x, v,Dv) = 0,
Introduction
Recall that a degenerate quasilinear equation In this paper we are interested in the regularity of the bounded viscosity solution v of (0.1). Set X = inf^ uc(x, u).
The following is known for appropriate X0 > 0 and X > X0 : The viscosity solution v of (0.1) exists and is unique in Cft(R ) [8] . Moreover v is Lipschitz and semiconcave (see §1) and Av £ L°°(R ) in the sense of Schwartz distributions [7] . In particular if a is nondegenerate, this together with the semiconcavity implies [7] the classical regularity result v g W '°°(R ) [3, 5] . For a degenerate, there are additional results concerning the regularity of v in directions of nondegeneracy of a [5, 6] .
The key to establishing these results is the variational representation of v as the value function v(x) = inf{t;"(jc) : all controls u} of the control problem with dynamics (0.3) dx = -b(x, u)dt + o(x)dw, x(0) = xQ £ R , and cost criterion (0.4) v\xQ) = E^e-^x{s)Ms))dsf(x(t),u(t))dt^.
Here w is a Brownian motion and a satisfies a a* -a.
Recall that the Bellman equation (0.1) is of Lipschitz type if the supremum in the nonlinearity F is uniquely attained at u = u(x, v , p), where u is Lipschitz in all variables.
When (0.1) is of Lipschitz type, it is known that, as a consequence of v £ W/2'0C(R ), the following holds [3] (see also §3). For each starting state x there exists a unique optimal control u (vu(x) = v(x) ), and optimal controls are characterized by the feedback (fixed point formula) (0.5) u(t) = u(x(t),v(x(t)),Dv(x(t))), t>0.
In the totally degenerate case, however, the existence of optimal controls, as functionals of the driving Brownian motion, let alone their characterization, is not as yet established, as v is not necessarily in W '°°(R ) in general.
The cut-off "discount-factor" X0 is necessary to assert the existence of Dv"(x) and D2vu(x) for each fixed control u . In the particular case that b, a do not depend on x, X0 = 0 [7] .
In this paper we show that when (0.1 ) is of Lipschitz type and X is sufficiently large, X > Xx > X0, the above issues can be resolved, even when a is totally degenerate. In the simplest cases where b, a do not depend on x and XQ = 0, Xx is related to the size of the Lipschitz constant of u.
Assume (0.1) is of Lipschitz type. We establish (precise assumptions in §1), for X sufficiently large, (1) v£ W2'°°(Rd), i.e. v £ Clb(Rd) and Dv is Lipschitz; (2) for each x there exists a control optimal at x ; (3) for each x there exists exactly one such control; (4) for each x a control u is optimal at x iff the feedback (0.5) holds. In particular, by choosing a = 0, we see that the regularity result ( 1 ) holds for first-order Hamilton-Jacobi equations with nonlinearities of Bellman-Lipschitz type.
The above result also applies to the equation (0.6) -Av+H(x,Dv) + Xv = 0, x£Rd,
, L is strictly convex in u, Lm > 0, and U cR is compact convex. Here the supremum is attained at u(x, v , p) = H' (x, p) ; in this case the fact that u is Lipschitz is well known convexity theory and is recalled in the Appendix. The regularity result ( 1 ) is best possible as a simple one-dimensional example shows ( §5).
By introducing generalized (weak sense) controls, it is known [2, 4] , that for each starting x there exists a generalized control ux optimal at x, which can moreover be chosen in such a way that the family x i-> ux is Markovian. However the fact that for each x the optimal control ux is Markovian in the sense (0.5) has not been established. As a consequence of the techniques in this paper, it follows that, for large X, (0.5) characterizes optimal generalized controls as well. We do not formulate this result as we have no need here to go outside the category of (strong sense) controls.
In the control of diffusions under partial observations, an analogous infinite-dimensional control problem arises; there the state space is the space of probability measures M(R ). As the techniques of this paper are purely probabilistic, and thus are not a priori restricted to finite dimensions, results analogous to (l)-(4) above are expected to hold. Of course (1) implies that D v exists almost everywhere on R and (0.1) holds almost everywhere. This result is not listed above as it is not probabilistic and hence cannot be immediately formulated in infinite dimensions. This work on partially observed control will appear elsewhere.
In §5 we give two proofs of the main result (1), keeping in mind that in infinite dimensions one technique may be more tractable than the other. We note that the er-fields SFt, SF are not completed nor is the corresponding filtration made "right-continuous". Background on the relevant diffusion theory is [11, Chapter 4] .
Fix a closed convex set U c R .A control is a progressively measurable map u : [0, oo) x Q -» U. Let & denote the set of controls. We say un -* u in î f un -» « in (¿/ x ^-probability on [0J]xfl for all T > 0. With this topology, ^ is separable (Lemma A.l in the Appendix). Our assumptions in this paper are the following.
• (0.1 ) is of Lipschitz type;
• (/cR is convex closed; To each starting state x £ R and control u corresponds the unique solution x = xu(t, co; x) of
Then xu is an Ito process with coefficients (a(x(t)), b(x(t), u(t))), where aoo*, and the map (t, co, x, u) ^ xu(t, co ; x), [0, oo) x Q x R x ^ -> R can be chosen jointly measurable. It is well known that the state process x" = xu(t, co; x) can be chosen differentiable in x £ R , x(-,co; •) £ C 'x([0, oo) x R ), for a.a.-w. In particular if X(t) -Xu(t, co; x) denotes the (d x rf)-matrix-valued process obtained by differentiating x"(t, co; x) with respect to the initial state x then A is uniquely determined by ;i.2) Proof. By Lemma A.4, £(||A(i)||2) < CeCt, t>0. Since fx, cx are bounded, differentiation under the integral sign yields (1.3). Thus vu and Dv" are bounded. We show Dvu is Lipschitz.
Given starting states x, x and a control u let x, x , X, X' denote the corresponding processes. Then E(\x(t) -x'(t)\ ) < e '\x -x'\ . Set b = b(x, u),
Udvu(x)-Dv"(x')\2 
Jo
Thus by Cauchy-Schwarz, for X large,
By Cauchy-Schwarz, for X large, II' < E (^°° e'X,\fx -fx\2dt} E QH e-"\\X\\2 dt}
By Lemma A.4, for X large, (here \\ax -a'x\\2 = \\cjx -ax\\2
Thus II < C\x -x'\ . Similarly for III, IV, V and so Dvu is Lipschitz in x. The proof of the last statement is similar and is left to the reader. D A control u is optimal at x when vu(x) = v(x). A control is e-optimal at x when vu(x) < v(x) + e.
Fix T > 0. For co £ Q set STco -co(-+ T) -co(T). Then for each control u there is a unique map 6Tu : [0, oo) x Q x Í2 -> U, measurable over ¿%([0, oo)) x y x ¡FT, such that 8Tu(-, -, co) is a control for each co and satisfies u(t+T, co) = 6Tu(t, SjCO, co), t>0,co£Íl.
We refer to 6Tu as the ^--measurable family of controls "cut" from u at time T.
Conversely a control u and a ^--measurable family of controls u'(-, -, •) can be "pasted" together at time T to produce the control u®Tu uniquely determined by the requirements that it equal u on [0, T) x Q and that 8T(u®T u) = u .
We mention in passing that "cutting" and "pasting" can be done on three "levels". The simplest level is the deterministic case, where "cutting" and "pasting" are immediate, the next level is when controls are progressively measurable maps (strong sense controls), which is discussed above, and the next level is when controls are measures (weak sense controls), which we do not use in this paper. Here "cutting" is conditioning on «5^. while "pasting" is in [11, §6.1] .
By uniqueness of solutions to (1.1), for each T > 0 one has (1.4) xu(t+T, co; x) = x T (t, STco; x"(T, co)), t>0,a.a.-co.
By uniqueness of solutions to (1.1), (1.2), it follows that for each T > 0
XdTU('-w)(t,STco;xu(T,co)) = Xu(t+T,co;x)Xu(T,co;xfX, t>0.
Given (1.4), (1.5), the following is straightforward. context [3, 6, 7, 10] .
Since (x, u) >-* vu(x) is continuous on R x W and W is separable, the infimum in the definition of v(x) can be taken over a countable set of controls. Proposition 1.3. For T > 0 and X > 0
where the infimum is over all controls u.
Proof. Let e > 0, u £ W be arbitrary, and for each co choose a control «'(•, -, co) that is e-optimal at xu(T, co) as follows: Let ux, u2,... be a countable set of controls dense in W, and for each co let n(co) be the first n such that un is e-optimal at xu(T, co). Then it can be easily verified that u'(-, -, co) -un,u) is a ^--measurable family of controls. Set u" = u®Tu . Then 6Tu" -u and so by Lemma 1.2 Below we need to address the possibility that \ ¡0e u(t, co) dt may not converge to w(0, co) as e | 0. Note that since u is progressively measurable u(0) is a constant identically on Q.
Let u be a control. We say (/, co) is a Lebesgue point of u provided e ft+E lM(5> &>) -w(i, <y)| ds -> 0 as e | 0. Then for each co, the point (t, co) is a Lebesgue point of u for a.a. t > 0. Thus for a.a. t > 0, the set of co's for which (/, co) is a Lebesgue point has Wiener measure 1. We now work out the derivative of ve(x). Lemma 2.1. Let u be optimal at x and suppose that (0, co) is a Lebesgue point of u for W-a.a. co. Suppose X > X0 . Then
Proof. Let xE denote the state trajectory corresponding to ue. Then by definition of ue, xe satisfies
Since the initial data £?(■) is differentiable in the parameter e at e = 0+, standard results on solutions of SDE's [6] imply the solution xe(-) is also differentiable in e at e = 0+ , in probability. Let Z(t) denote the derivative at e = 0+ . Differentiating (2.2) with respect to e yields Thus the feedback (2.3) reads (2.5) u(t) = u(x(t),v(x(t)),p(t)), t>0,a.s.-(dtxW).
Hamilton's equations consist of the closed system for (x(t), p(t), X(t)) given by (1.1), (1.2), (2.4), (2.5). In the simplest (but still interesting) case when b, a do not depend on x , the equation for X(t) = I drops out.
The case v£ W2'°°(Rd)
It is well known that the value function v is a generalized solution of the Bellman equation (0.1), in the sense of Schwartz distributions or in the sense of Crandall-Lions viscosity solutions [1, 8] . In particular, v is the unique viscosity solution of (0.1) in Cb(R ). Set F(x, v , p, u) = b(x, u) • p + c(x, u)vf(x, u). Then F(x,v,p) = supueU F(x,v,p,u). We need the following lemmas. For completeness we state the well-known result of P.-L. Lions [7] , specialized here to the quasi-linear case. Proof. Assume first that a is nondegenerate as in Lemma 3.1. Then by Ito's rule for W2'°° functions [6] and (0.1)
Jo is a martingale. Thus
where F = F(x, v(x), Dv(x)), for all T > 0.
Now we are going to change the underlying probability space. For emphasis below we write Qm , S^"1 to indicate the dimension of the driving noise w .
Let an be the dx(m+d) matrix (a, \l) . Let vn denote the value function corresponding to b, c, f, and an . Then (3.2) applies, relative to Qm+ , and we obtain ize that in (3.2J xn is &¡m+ -progressively measurable, even though u is only &¡m-progressively measurable. However x is .^'"-progressively measurable. In fact (3.2n) holds for u &~tm+ -progressively measurable, but we do not use this. Now as n -* oo xn(t) -► x(t) in probability since on -> a uniformly. Since vn -> v locally uniformly, it follows that vn(xn(t)) -» v(x(t)) in probability.
Since Dv exists at x(t) a.s. and vn are uniformly semiconcave (Corollary 1.5), it also follows that Dvn(xn(t)) -> Dv(x(t)) in probability. Passing to the limit, it follows that (3.2) holds for degenerate systems, on Qm . Letting T | oo we obtain In the next section we establish v G W ' 3 for X large. Since we do not know this yet, the results in §3 do not apply and hence we do not yet know that optimal controls exist. To this end we need a simple estimate.
In what follows vt(x, p) = u(x, v(x), p). Since v is Lipschitz, it follows that u(x, p) is Lipschitz. Let x, x be two starting states and suppose optimal controls u, u (on Q.m ) exist at x, x respectively; let x, p, X, x , p , X' be the corresponding processes. Then we have the optimal feedbacks u = u(x,p), u =\x(x , p).
Set p(t) = E(\x(t)-x'(t)\2 + \p(t)-p'(t)\2).
The technique in the following lemma is the key observation on which the results of this paper turn. 
Also so
For the general case we now set, as in Lemma 3.2, an = (a, £/). Then an = ana*n is nondegenerate. By the above, ||v"||ci,i < C with C independent of n . Since v -* v , the result follows by passing to a subsequence. D n Second Proof. This proof avoids totally the results in §3 and P.-L. Lions' theorem; the price we pay is the use of relaxed generalized (weak sense) controls as well as the fact that this proof works well only when c(x, u) = c(x) does not depend on h. A generalized control is a control where the underlying probability space and Wiener process is allowed to depend on the control [2, 4] . Because the dependence of b(x, u) ( f(x, u) ) on u is not necessarily affine (convex respectively), one needs to extend the definition to the class of relaxed generalized controls [2, 4] to force b, f to be affine and convex respectively, albeit at the cost of replacing U by Ü = M(U). Writing vu(x) = Ep(0(x, «)), where P denotes the law of (x(-), «(•)), and imposing an appropriate weak topology on the space of deterministic controls u(-), the lower semicontinuity of «J> follows as well as the compactness of the laws {P} . Without giving the precise definitions, this implies the existence for each x of a relaxed generalized control optimal at x, even in the degenerate case. Given two such controls u, u optimal at x , x respectively, defined a priori on two different probability spaces, one constructs a single probability space supporting both controls, following Yamada-Watanabe (see [11] ). They then can be compared pathwise and the results in §4 hold with no change whatsoever. This establishes Corollary 4.2 when u, u are relaxed generalized controls optimal at x , x respectively and so we see that there is a Lipschitz function F on R such that F(x) = Dvu(x) for all x. By the argument in the first proof we see that Dv(x) exists and equals Dvu(x) = F(x) for all x . The result follows. □ Corollary 5.2. Let X > Xx. Then for each x there is exactly one (strong) control optimal at x. Proof. Combine Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 3.3. D
The above regularity result is best possible (using these kinds of techniques). We conclude with some philosophical remarks concerning regularity which may shed some light on Theorem 5.1. We have shown above that, for X sufficiently large, v £ Cxfx = W2'°° . However the identification Cxb'x = W2'°° is measure-theoretic, i.e. makes use of a reference measure on R . Since probabilistic methods do not a priori interact with base measures on the state space (they involve the measure on ii), there is no way these methods imply directly that the value function v is in W ' °° .
For example in the study of Bellman equations on Hubert space there is no natural reference measure. Hence optimal regularity must be formulated in terms of Cx'x [9] . Another example is partially observed control where the state space is the space of probability measures M(R ). Here again there are no natural Sobolev spaces and one expects optimal regularity to be formulated in terms of C ' .By contrast, on Wiener space Q there is a natural reference measure and so the Malliavin Calculus can be formulated in terms of Sobolev spaces on Q.
A. Appendix Lemma A.l. W is separable.
Proof. Let ^ be the bounded controls. Since any control can be approximated in probability by bounded controls, it is enough to show Wb is separable. Next since fjCl = L ([0, oo) x Q, e dt x W), it is enough to show that %?b is separable in L -norm. Now note that [0, oo) x Q is a Polish space. Thus we can use Lusin's theorem to produce a map / G Cb([0, oo) x Q, ; U) that approximates any given u £Wb in L -norm. Given a £ R let a = (aAn)V(-n) ; given v = (vx, ... , vm) £ Rm let v" be the vector whose ith component is (v¡)n . Given co £ Q, let co"(t) = (co(t))n and let con denote the piecewise linear interpolation of co over a partition of mesh ^. Then for all co the path (con)n is uniformly bounded by nm and is Lipschitz in t with Lipschitz constant 2m«2. Thus the set {(t An, (co")n) : t > 0, co £ Q} c [0, oo) x Q is compact and so gn(t, co) = f(t A n, (co")n) is bounded and uniformly continuous and approximates f in L -norm for large n. Since the space of bounded uniformly continuous maps on [0, oo) x Q is separable in the sup norm, we conclude there is a sequence of maps fx, f2, ... in Cb([0, oo) x Q ; U) such that any bounded control can be approximated arbitrarily closely in L2-norm by elements of this sequence. Let ux, u2, ... denote the L2-projections of fx, f2, ... onto the Hubert subspace of all progressively measurable maps. Since U is closed convex the projections are controls and the result follows. D Let Ur = U n {u\ \u\ < r}. Lemmas A.2 and A.3 establish the fact that F(x, v , p) = H(x, p) + Xv in (0.6) is of Lipschitz type when L is strictly convex. where L -L; let H be defined as in Lemma A. 2. Then Ln > L satisfies (L.l) uniformly in n > 1. Thus u*n -H"(x, p) lies in a bounded subset of R . By passing to a subsequence, we have Hn(x, p) = p • u*n -Ln(x, u*n) < p • m* -L(x ,un)-*p-u-L(x, u) for some u £ R . We claim u £ U. If not then for some k > 1, e > 0 one has ¿^ • u > ck + e ; thus for n sufficiently large -oo < H(x,p) < Hn(x,p) < H°(x,p)-ne2 -> -oo as n î oo, a contradiction, Thus u £ U. This yields limsupnHn(x, p) < H(x,p). Since H(x, p) < Hn(x, p), we conclude that Hn(x, p) -> H(x, p). Moreover the above argument also shows Hp(x,p) -> Hp(x,p).
Since Lnx = Lx, it also follows that Hx(x,p)^Hx(x,p). Now Proof. By (1.2), (1.4), (1.5) it is enough to consider the case t = 0. In this case the result follows from Lemma A.4. D
